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DEOMI = Mission Readiness: 
Respect: For the infinite dignity and worth of  all individuals
Excellence: In education, training and research
Awareness: Of the issues, successes and strategies in human relations
Diversity: An understanding that our strengths derive from our differences as well
                      as our shared values, goals and ethics
Innovation: Of processes, technology and designs to enhance our mission
Nation: Which we have sworn to defend and endeavor to improve
Exchange: Of  ideas in the spirit of  academic freedom and professional responsibility
Selfless Service: A priority to the higher ideals of  equality and fairness
Support: A commitment to quality processes for our customers and our organization

 

go to www.deomi.org for more observance information

Activity Book
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Please don’t pet me
when I am a working!

Service animals are specially trained 
animals that are used to perform 
tasks for their owners that they 
can’t do on their own.

Disability Month 
October

INVICTUS 
GAMES

The 2016

WE CAME. WE SAW. 
WE’RE UNCONQUERED.
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Prince Harry presents Elizabeth Marks of the U.S. a gold 
medal during a medal ceremony at the Invictus Games in 
Orlando, Florida in 2016.

INVICTUS 
GAMES

The word “invictus” means “unconquered.” The games embody 
the fighting spirit of Service Members with disabilities.

The Invictus Games use the power of sport to inspire
recovery, support rehabilitation, and generate a wider

understanding and respect for wounded and
 injured Servicemen and women.

MY ABILITY IS 
STRONGER 
THAN MY
DISABILITY

U.S. Invictus team archer SFC Chasity Kuczer takes aim.
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Hello
Hi

HMMM
UMMM I Love You

No You’re so PERFECT
PERFECT

Question
Really?

I Really
Love You

Later
Gotcha

LOL

Quotes Rock On I’m Watching You

Live Long and Prosper Yes You

Talk to the Hand Michael Phelps has won 28 Olympic medals, the most by any
Olympian. He is often considered the greatest swimmer and one of 
the greatest Olympians of all time.

After being diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), Phelps through swimming developed the
self-discipline and determination that has made him a role model.
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Native Hawaiian, Bethany Hamilton has become a 
source of inspiration to millions through her story 
of determination, faith, and hope.

At the age of thirteen, Bethany lost her left arm 
to a 14-foot tiger shark, which seemed to end her 
career as a rising surf star.

One month after the attack, Bethany
returned to the water and within
2 years had won her first National title.


